
21 years breakdance in the Dynamo on June 3rd, 2016

WHO IS WHO AND WHAT IS THE PLAN

Assessment system of the Battles

The battles will be judged by 3 permanent jurors and 5 options, which change after 3 rounds each. The option consists of 3 dancers
and 2 spectators. Through this evaluation system, we have a fair and impartial evaluation. A red and a green card are given to the
judges. The teams or individual competitors face each other, each standing on the green or red side. The winner is the one who has at
least 4 jurors on his side.

Catering for the artists under the motto "we care for each other"

We allow the participants of the Battles, as well as our artists to enjoy a free meal. Breakdance is a kind of dance associated
with the greatest challenges. So is food, one of the most important factors at all. To ensure a constant performance at this level.

We want to create a photo stage / stage background by Discosmetic GmbH.

WHO IS DISCOSMETIC “GRAFFITI ARTIST GET IN BUSINESS”
"We offer the planning and realization of various decorative elements, decorative installations and partial also renting
Already existing objects, to give your event that certain something. Flexibility, creativity and a distinctive
Spatial imagination, allow us to respond to your individual desires, with countlessDifferent methods and materials to the
desired effective final result."

Some references of them can be seen here: http://www.discosmetic.com/referenzen/

What persons do we honor:

There are 3 people in the history of the dynamo, who have often forgotten themselves so we can get it.
(We do not reveal what) in any case, we would like to express our thanks to these 3 individuals.
Through a piece of canvas and possibly a special feature in part. What possibilities we have.

Special at the event

We are looking for a world record in drills, which we would like to set up on the spot and to be recorded by several cameras
Of course, also support. However, this is included in the budget and so it should be possible to meet all of its requirements
Events, with 10,000 CHF. In this price my work (Zlatko Jankovski) is not included and I would like to Nothing.
Should the money come together I am happy when the expenses are covered and the artists get a fair salary.

The artists are dear to our hearts, theirs is StreetMindz at all. I want the artist to live through their art. The passion of
each individual is the first priority.

Media partner for the Battles:
We work with bboyworld.com.
Facts and figures:
Twitter Follower 20,2 T,
Facebook Page: 803.836 „Likes“-Angaben,
YouTube: 88.809 Subscribers • 40.185.303 Views
Instagram: 57.000 Subscribers
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We are moving towards a partnership, motivated

Thank you for your attention

BATTLES
2vs2 KIDZ

1vs1 ADULTS
2VS2 FREESTYLE

JUDGES
GOXY

BLONDY
SURPRISE

SPECIAL
B-BOY ING ON CANVAS

SUPPORTED BY

BLIND TRACKS
BASEL

WE ALSO WANT TO SETUP A DRILL WORLDRECORD BY SPIN BOY JIM
INFRONT OF MANNY PEOPLE SO SUPPORT THE CROWDFUNDING
AND BE THERE

There are people in this dynamo, as well as the house itself, which deserve a big thank you.
They have sacrificed themselves and their time, so that we have the possibilities.

The break dance community worldwide benefits from this utopian place. We can go and
come whenever we want. The greatest talents, trained here, were strengthened in their ways,

and came as hard as it sounds, as great individuals. It is a place of prevention against crime,
giving everyone the chance to do something good. It allows everyone to enter the company

without having much to question, distrust or anything else. There are people who have made it possible.
Some of them are already retired and may not live for another 100 years. That is why it is important for
us to set a sign, to honor these people and to let them know. They have not only made something for
us in our lives, but for humanity in small steps. It may sound puffed up, however, the people who do

not consider themselves important are our strongest side, our pillars for a positive development of all.

Medien Mitteilung & Sponsoring Partner Anfrage

21 Jahre Breakdance im Dynamo am 03. Juni 2016

Weltmeister, Rekordbrecher, Bestbesuchte Shows, Bekannteste Konzepte, 
all dies trifft auf das Jugendkulturhaus Dynamo Zürich zu.

• Hier in Zürich entstanden Geschichten welche die Geschichte des Breakdance International prägen.
• Als Trainings Platz für Breakdancer ist es schon Lange bekannt.
 Wusten Sie jedoch das das Red Bull BC one von B-Boys entwickelt wurde,
 die hier ihren täglichen Trainingsplatz hatten.

• An Flying Bach und Flying Illusion (Red Bulls zwei der grössten Shows Weltwit) Tänzer tanzen,
 welche hier trainiert haben.

• Headspin Kappen (zum auf dem Kopf drehen im Breakdance) entstanden, welche Weltweit
 benutzt und gesucht sind.

• Konzepte entwickelt wurden die einzigartig sind und die Schweiz wiedermal durch
 Qualität statt Quantität representieren.

• Aktuelle Weltrekorde mit Produkte von hier gebrochen werden.
 https://streetmindz.com/mag/drills-world-record/

• Jugendliche aktiv unterstützt werden, somit ihren Weg in die Gesselschaft finden.

Am 3 Juni 2017 findet die 6. Ausgabe der Schaustelle statt. Schaugestellt wir dieses Mal zur Zukunft der
Arbeit – Arbeit 2.0: denn die Arbeit wie wir sie kennen ist im Wandel und wir sind mitten drin. Das Dynamo,
wird einen Tag lang Plattform für eure Projekte, Inhalte und Produkte - und öffnet die Diskussion über neue
Arbeits- und Produktionsformen.

Durch Taten Danken.

Wir von StreetMindz.com „the professional artist incubator“ können gleichzeitig die 21 Jahre Breakdance im Dynamo
organisieren. Wollen mit diesem Event dem Dynamo und seinem Personal (unserer grossen Familie) danken und unsere
Arbeit als Künstler Plattform durch verschiedene Wettbewerbe vorstellen. Da wir noch unterstützung suchen haben wir
ein Crowd Funding Projekt lanciert.  Der Link dazu ist hier: https://igg.me/at/21yearsdynamo/x/14052946

Allem voran den Menschen einen grossen Dank aussprechen die es überhaupt durch ihren Einsatz ermöglicht haben und
damit für unsere Gesselschaft still und ins geheime unglaubliches vollbracht haben. Bewusst nennen wir jetz keine Namen
da dies eine Überaschung sein soll.

Bei genügend Unterstützung brechen wir neben vielen Wettbewerben, Live einen Weltrekord in Headspin Drills
(drehen auf dem Kopf in gestreckter Position) brechen.

Wir freuen uns auf jede Unterstützung.
Für Medieninformationen und Sponsoringanfragen benutzen Sie bitte folgende Kontaktdaten.
Zlatko Jankovski, Grosswiesenstrasse 66, 8051 Zürich 0041 76 245 65 85,
z.jankovski@streetmindz.com, https://streetmindz.com, http://hdbattle.com .
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21 years breakdance @ Dynamo on June 3rd, 2016

World Champion, record breaker, best-visited shows, best known concepts,
All this applies to the Jugendkulturhaus Dynamo Zurich.

• Here in Zurich came stories that characterize the history of the Breakdance International.
•  As a training place for breakdancers it has long been known.
 However, if the Red Bull BC one was developed by B-Boys, Who had their daily training place here.

• At Flying Bach and Flying Illusion (Red Bulls two of the world's biggest shows) dancers dance,
 Who have trained here.

• Headspin caps (to turn upside down in breakdance) were created around the world
 Used and searched.
• Konzepte entwickelt wurden die einzigartig sind und die Schweiz wiedermal durch
 Qualität statt Quantität representieren.

• Current world records with products are broken from here.
 https://streetmindz.com/mag/drills-world-record/

• Young people, thus finding their way into society.

On June 3, 2017, the 6th edition of the Schaustelle will take place. Let 's look at the future of the
Work - Work 2.0: because the work as we know it is changing and we are in the middle. The dynamo,
Will be a platform for your projects, content and products - and will open the discussion about new ones
Working and production forms.

By doing, saying thanks.

We at StreetMindz.com "the professional artist incubator" can simultaneously organize the 21 year break dance
in the Dynamo. We would like to thank the Dynamo and his staff (our large family) with this event and introduce
our work as an artist platform through various competitions. As we are still looking for support, we have launched
a crowdfunding project. The link to this is: https://igg.me/at/21yearsdynamo/x/14052946

First of all, we would like to express our great gratitude to the people who have made it possible through their
commitment and thus have done so silently and secretly for our society. Consciously we do not name now because
this is a surprise.

With enough support, we break apart from many competitions, Live a world record in Headspin Drills
(Turning on the head in stretched position).

We look forward to any support.
Please use the following contact information for media information and sponsorship requests.
Zlatko Jankovski, Grosswiesenstrasse 66, 8051 Zürich 0041 76 245 65 85,
z.jankovski@streetmindz.com, https://streetmindz.com, http://hdbattle.com .
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BATTLES

2 VS 2 KIDZ BATTLE

THE CHILDREN'S BREAKS ON CANVAS (therefore moves moderately limited)

AFTER BACKGROUND AND CONSULTING WITH BLIND TRACKS FROM BASEL, WE WILL SEPARATE THE KIDZ BATTLE
AND THE CANVAS PROJECT. BECAUSE WE KNOW THE RISK OF INJURY.

The idea is to let the children compete against each other, but with a special experience while they are in
Show overalls dancing and the shoes immerse in color creates a work of art through their movements. We then
cut the artwork into pieces and each of the children gets a piece. We would like to send some of our pieces to our
sponsors or hand them over. We also want to give individual pieces to the house and the people who have supported us
for years.
For this, we invite a breakdancer from Basel, who has developed this art form. He has already appeared in various programs
And is also known in the scene.

If there are enough backers / sponsors, prizes should also be available for the first, second and third place.

TheJudges des Battles: Blondy (Paris, Frankreich), Goxy (Szeget, Ungarn) And the third a primary rock of the dynamo itself.

1vs1 Adult HD Battle

This is a normal one against one, Battle, where we would like to award the 3 first places each time a price.
Die Judges des Battles: Blondy (Paris, Frankreich), Goxy (Szeget, Ungarn) And the third a primary rock of the dynamo itself.

2VS2 Freestyle Battle (All dancers are welcome)

In this battle, two dancers are loosened from the hat and are measured in the KO system, against two others.
This means that each dancer has time between 30 and 45 seconds to present his skills to the judges.
There is only one chance per dancer, which is why the dancers must consciously give everything.
The winners will remain in the game until the last. Again, our goal is to give the first 3 pairs a prize.

The Judges des Battles: Blondy (Paris, Frankreich), Goxy (Szeget, Ungarn) And the third a primary rock of the dynamo itself.

We are planning 2 Dj's and one host

Dj's: DJ CATCH and another Dj, which is connected to the dynamo and the whole story itself.

Host: The host of our event is Thomas Strong. With its charming nature, know how of over 20 years Breakdance.
We have chosen an experienced dancer and host. He knows the moves to name. To motivate the public in the right way
and, of course, to give the whole event something to the certain. With the Battle Toys (his crew) they celebrate
The 20th birthday, so he is in line with the dynamo and the past of our culture.
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Es gibt Menschen in diesem Dynamo, als auch das Haus selbst, welche ein grosses Dankeschön verdient
haben. Sie haben sich und ihre Zeit aufgeopfert, damit wir die Möglichkeiten haben.

Die Breakdance Gemeinschaft weltweit profitiert von diesem utopischen Platz. Wir können gehen und
kommen, wann immer wir wollen. Die Grössten Talente, haben hier trainiert, wurden in

ihren Wegen gestärkt und kamen so hart es auch klingt, als grosse Individuen heraus. Es ist ein Ort der
Prevention gegen Kriminalität,gibt jedem die Chance aus sich etwas

gutes zu machen. Es ermöglicht jedem einen Eingang in die Gesselschaft, ohne gross zu hinterfragen,
misstrauen oder sonstiges. Hier gibt es Menschen die es ermöglicht haben. Manche von ihnen, sind

bereits in Rente und werden vielleicht nicht noch 100 Jahre leben. Deswegen ist es uns wichtig, ein Zeichen zu
setzen, diese Menschen die Ehre zu erweisen und sie wissen zu lassen. Sie haben nicht nur für uns etwas im

Leben gemacht, sondern für die Menschheit in kleinen Schritten. Es mag vielleicht aufgeblasen klingen,
jedoch sind die Menschen , die sich nicht für wichtig nehmen unsere stärkste Seite,

unsere Pfeiler für eine positive Entwicklung aller.
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